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Branching structures, alias topological treestructures ar  fundamental o any 
hierarchical classification that aims to relate objects according to their similarities or 
dissimilarities. This paper provides a rigorous treatment of hese structures, and 
continues previous work of Colonius and Schulze onH-structures. Thu  extensive 
use is made of the so-called neighbors relation associated with adissimilarity index. 
Arbitrary dissimilarity data re then analyzed bycomparing their neighbors rela- 
tions with ideal, that is, tree-like relations: if it matches anideal relation, then one 
can readily construct a tree representing he data that is optimal ina certain sense. 
Finally, some algorithms areproposed for fitting observed data to tree-like data. 
’ lYX6 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a number of situations one wishes to arrange objects in ahierarchical 
system of clusters which reflects observed similarity or dissimilarity between 
the objects. Conveniently, he hierarchical structure is a rooted tree with 
attached branch lengths. A rooted tree is obtained from an undirected ree 
by specifying a vertex (the root). Since the problem of locating a root can 
be dealt with separately, it is often appropriate to first display nundi- 
rected tree structure representing he data. There are two separate features 
of undirected rees: “First isthe dendrographic structure (branching topol- 
ogy) and second are the branch lengths” ( ee Waterman and Smith [28]). To 
be more precise, think of the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees from 
numerically evaluated genetic distances (dissimilarities) be w encontem- 
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porary species. Thefirst ep uses the dissimilarity function to derive a few 
reasonable proposals for the shape (branching structure) of the “true 
evolutionary tree.” Inthe second step each of the latter “topological” trees 
is endowed with branch lengths. These are calculated in such away that he 
resulting distance function (tree m tric) resembles theoriginal dissimilarity 
function as much as possible. The objective function governing this may be 
the sum of the squares ofthe differences between the tree metric and the 
dissimilarity function (or involve another p-norm). Often one admits only 
such tree metrics which exceed the original dissimilarity function (in each 
entry), as is suggested in the biological context (cf. Waterman et al. [29]). 
Then one can also take the sum of differences between the tree metric and 
the dissimilarity function or the total sum of branch lengths (or arelated 
measure) asan objective function. I  any case, the actual computation s 
easily performed byleast quare m thods or linear p ogramming. 
Often, the dissimilarities between objects are xpressed as the (weighted) 
numbers of characters in which the objects pairwise differ. Theobjects are, 
for instance, species whose phylogeny is to be reconstructed from amino-acid 
or DNA sequence data. Then for any reconstructed phylogenetic treethe 
internal nodes (representing hypothetical species) should be labelled by 
character state sequences in an optimal fashion; that is, one has to count 
the minimum total number of character state changes (nucleotide substitu- 
tions, ay) for agiven tree topology. This is the “Little parsimony problem,” 
which can easily besolved; see Peacock [20] for asurvey. More generally, 
one may assume that he objects are identified w thmembers of some large 
metric space (e.g., sequence space). Then for agiven tree topology it is easy 
to find optimal solutions i  this space by “interpreting” he internal odes 
as members of the metric space, where optimality is governed byany of the 
above objective functions with respect tobranch lengths ofthe mbedded 
tree structure; see Dress and Kruger [15]. 
The optimality criteria further discriminate be ween the various com- 
puted trees whose topology was chosen in the first ep of the reconstruc- 
tion. Theoretically one could run the second step with all topologically 
distinct tree structures. Practically thisis, of course, impossible ev n for a
moderate number of objects. A  is well known the number of different 
non-degenerate trestructures for n+ 2 objects is 1. 3 * 5 . . . . *(2n - l), 
which is approximately (2n/e)“. It is, by the way, not difficult to establish a 
one-to-one correspondence between trees with n + 2 labelled terminal 
vertices (objects) and sequences a,, .. . , a,, of integers with -(i - 1) s a, 
I i - 1. This in turn can be codified by asingle natural number, see Rohlf 
L=l. 
In this paper we are concerned only with the first step of the construction 
problem: the choice of tree shapes (topologies) that are likely tobecome 
optimal or at least near-optimal solutions when branch lengths are at- 
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tached. With a suitable concept ofshape, itis, of course, important to know 
when a dissimilarity function designates a unique topological treestructure. 
For tree structures with branch lengths (metric trees) this is settled in 
terms of the four-point condition. Thefour-point condition (also called 
additivity condition) fora dissimilarity function d requires that for any 
objects A,B, C, D the larger two of the three sums d(A, B) + d(C, D), 
d(A, C) + d(B, D), d(A, D) + d(B, C) be equal. Then d can be realized 
by a tree metric fand only if this condition h lds, ee Simdes-Pereira [26],
Buneman [5], Dobson [12], and Cunningham [9]. Real data lmost never 
satisfy the 4-point condition. Therefore Sattah nd Tversky [23] and Fitch 
[17] suggest using the following relaxation. F r any pair A, B of objects first 
count he number of configurations A, B, C, D in which A, B are neighbors 
relative to C, D. More precisely, consider the following neighbors relation 11 
between pairs of objects: 
ABllCD if and only if d(A, B) + d(C, D) 
< i 
d(A, C) + d(B, D) 
d(A, D) + d(B, C). 
The best fit o this pattern ofdistances is the configuration where A and B 
are grouped versus C and D (see Fig. 1). In this case A, B as well as C, D 
are called neighbors (within the quadruple A, B, C, D). The total number of 
instances where A, B are neighbors can be regarded asa measure of 
similarity be ween A and B (the score or neighborliness value of A, B). The 
full matrix of scores i then used to determine a tree that (more or less) fits 
the data, cf. [23, 6, 7, 17, 1, 21. Colonius and Schulze [6, 7, 81 were the first 
to give acomplete characterization of h se abstract quaternary relations I] 
which can be realized as neighbors relations  trees (cf. also [13]). In 
psychology neis also interested in non-numerical neighbors relations (i.e., 
which are not derived from dissimilarity data); see Schulze and Colonius 
~41. 
FIG. 1 
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Our general im is to present these matters inaunified framework, where 
the aforementioned a d several additional results arecombined, new proofs 
are given, and some illustrations are provided. Throughout the paper the 
emphasis on the use of the neighbors relation n a preliminary step of the 
tree fitting process. 
The material is organized as follows. In the next section tree structures 
are described in three ways: first, as labelled trees, econd, assystems of
compatible c usters, and third, asneighbors relations satisfying somesub- 
stitution requirement. It is explicitly shown how these descriptions of a tree 
structure canbe converted into each other. A tree with n labels can be 
coded by a string ofn - 2 (or n - 3) integers. From this code the 
corresponding nei hbors relation s readily obtained (and vice versa); see 
Section 3.For a neighbors relation I] associated withadissimilarity function 
d, the substitution condition guaranteeing that )I yields a tree can be 
weakened to a simple transitivity rule,asis demonstrated in Section 4.This 
test can be arranged insuch away that its complexity s 0(n4), where nis 
the number of objects (i.e., labels). In Section 5 we list all possible 
neighbors relations (upto permutation of labels) that can be derived from 
dissimilarity data involving only five objects. Section 6 presents some 
variants of the agglomerative algorithms proposed bySattah nd Tversky 
[23] and Colonius and Schulze [6, 71. If the neighbors relation associated 
with the input data corresponds to a tree structure, then each of the 
algorithms constructs the correct labelled tree. Different dissimilarity data 
for the same sample of objects may be compared via the accompanying 
neighbors relations; see Section 7.The paper concludes with adiscussion of 
the potential useof the neighbors relation n the reconstruction of phylo- 
genetic trees. 
2. THE SHAPE OF A TREE 
In this ection wecharacterize (topological) tree structures in several 
ways. In particular, we elate he description of a tree structure in terms of 
its clusters (which were called loose clusters by Sattah and Tversky [23]) 
with the one in terms of its neighbors relation (relation H* of Colonius and 
Schulze [8]). Further, we discuss some algorithmic aspects ofthese descrip- 
tions (see also Meacham [18]). 
In what follows econsider a fixed set % of objects. Thenature ofthese 
objects is irrelevant here: they can be species or timuli, etc. All we assume 
is that he objects are arranged in some sort of hierarchical structure. More
precisely, the objects are interconnected by an undirected ree. Since we do 
not consider directed rees inthis paper, wejust let ree mean the former. 
Thus, a tree Y= (Y, 8) is defined asa cycle-free connected graph; it 
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consists of a set Y of vertices a, b, . . . , and a set E of edges e, f, . . . . 
Formally weidentify an edge with its two endpoints, so that eis of the 
form {a, b} for some vertices a and b. Let the given objects be distributed 
among the vertices of the tree F. This is governed bya label map qx 
.Y+ Y. We do not assume cp to be one-to-one, that is, we allow several 
objects A,A’, .. . to be identified w tha single v rtex via cp. We require, 
however, that any vertex a not contained in at least three different edges 
belongs tothe image of cp, i.e., a is of the form v(A) for some object A.In 
this case we say that Y= (V, 6’) together with cp: .%“+ Y constitute a 
(topological) tree structure on 3. Two tree structures (7, ‘p) and (S’, cp’) 
on .9 are said to be equivalent if here exists anisomorphism IJ:Y+ V’ 
of the trees compatible with the label maps, i.e., with #(q(A)) = #(A) for 
all objects A.For a given tree structure (Y, ‘p) defined on.!Z we distinguish 
several degrees ofnon-degeneracy (seeFig. 2). (Y’, cp) is called resolved ifcp 
is one-to-one, that is, if any two different objects in I are represented by 
different vertices of the tree. (3, (p) is fif& resolved if, moreover, every 
object isrepresented by anendpoint ( erminal vertex) of the tree, i.e., if ‘p is 
a bijection between the objects and the terminal vertices. Finally, (.7, ‘p) is 
said to be non-degenerate if it is fully resolved and every non-terminal 
vertex iscontained in precisely three edges. 
As was mentioned above there are-up to equivalence-precisely 1 . 3 . 
5*... * (2n - 1) non-degenerate trestructures on a set I with n + 2 
objects. Theother (degenerate) tr estructures can be obtained from the 
non-degenerate onesby contracting certain pairwise disjoint subtrees to 
single v rtices (ofcourse, a degenerate tr e structure canbe derived from 
several, non-isomorphic non-degenerate trestructures). W  get fully re- 
solved tree structures in this way if and only if the subtrees in question do 
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FIG. 3. A tree and its clusters (cf. Meacham [19]). 
not contain a y vertex labelled with an object. Similarly, the resulting tree 
structure is solved if and only if each of those subtrees (that get collapsed) 
contains atmost one vertex labelled with an object. 
For a tree structure (7,cp) one associates a system V= VCy, Vp) of 
clusters as follows (see Fig. 3). V consists of those subsets 9 of .% for which 
there exists anedge = e, such that any two objects in 9 are connected 
by a path in .7 avoiding e, and 9 is maximal with respect to his property. 
In other words, a subset 9 of objects i acluster in 32” with respect to
(.7, (p) if and only if the deletion of some edge e results in two tree 
structures defined on9 and .9?\ 9, respectively. The complementary pair 
9, %\ 9 is also called a split of(.‘9-‘, cp).
Every tree structure (.?, cp) can be recovered from its ystem of clusters: 
the edges are identified w ththe pairs of complementary clusters (i.e., 
splits), andthe vertices orrespond to certain sets of clusters, thereby 
indicating thelabelling cp,too. The cluster systems oftree structures are 
readily characterized (see the following proposition). All this belongs tothe 
folklore, and is essentially due to Buneman [4]. Our presentation of these 
matters, however, differs slightly from his. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) Two tree structures defined onI are equivalent if 
and only if they induce the same cluster system. 
(b) A system V of non-empty subsets of .% is “tree-like,” . .,%’is the 
cluster system of a suitable tr e structure on !Z if and only if V contains with 
any subset 9 of 55 also its complement Y= 9-j 9, and for any two members 
Yand%“of Vwith0 #Yn%“#Y,%“onehasYU%“=~. 
(4 Let 59 = qt.9-.;cp, be the cluster system ofa tree structure (.7, (p) on 
X. Then ( y, cp) resolves S (or fully resolves 5?, respectively) if and on& if 
for all objects A one has n AEdcOY = {A} (or {A} E V, respectively). 
Further, (r-, cp) is non-degenerate if ndonly if every cluster of(F, (p) 
containing more than one object is he disjoint u ion of two clusters. 
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Before we proceed toa formal proof of this proposition we will have a 
closer look at the condition on V as formulated in part (b). Let %’ be a set 
system closed under the formation of complements (in5). Then it is easy 
to see that W satisfies th  requirement i  (b) if and only if for any two 
different members Y and %” of 9 exactly one of the following four 
intersections is empty: either Y~J 3, YE?‘, Y’n 2, or @?ny. This in 
turn is equivalent to the condition that either Y is contained in 9“ or 2, or 
@ is contained in %” or 2. The cluster system W can thus be regarded as a
certain system of “compatible” partitions of X (having two blocks each). 
Indeed, the latter condition on Y and 3 means that he associated 
partitions {Y,@} and (3, Z?}- are compatible in the sense that he 
coarsest partition fi er than {6, Y } and { 3, 2} has exactly three blocks. 
Note that for such asystem V of compatible c usters the et of all clusters 
between two given clusters YC 9’ forms achain with respect to inclusion. 
This is so because Y’c Yj c 9“ (i = 1,2) implies 0 f YG Y1 n Yz and 
0 # gs @I n g2, whence Y1 = Y1 n Y2 c Y2 or Yz = Y1 n Y2 G Yl. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let (.‘7, cp) be any tree structure on 55 with 
cluster system V. In order to recover (y’, cp) from V we first how that for 
every vertex a of y there is a distinguished subsystem V(a) of clusters. 
Namely, YE U(a) if and only if the deletion of some edge incident wi h 
(i.e., containing) the vertex a results in two tree structures one of which 
contains the vertex a and is defined onY. Since all vertices of degree l ss 
than three are labelled by at least one object, it is easy to see that for 
vertices a # b the associated subsystems V(u) and V(b) are disjoint. These 
systems therefore represent thevertices andconstitute a partition of V. The 
corresponding equivalence relation on Q? is denoted by = and can be 
described as follows. Forclusters Y, %“E V we have Y = 3“ if and only if 
either Y = 9’ or Y is a maximal proper subcluster of 3.Two equivalence 
classes %‘(a) and St(b) of = represent adjacent vertices a and b if and 
only if there is some cluster Y with YE %‘(a) and YE g(b). The labelling 
of the vertices by the objects can be recovered from the subsystems U(u): a
vertex a represents an object A if and only if A is a member of all clusters 
Y belonging to %?(a). Therefore we can indeed recover the tree structure 
(9, cp) from its ystem V of clusters. 
It is a routine matter toverify the assertions n part (c). Further, it is easy 
to see that for any two clusters Y and %” of (r, rp) either Y c 3, Y c 2, 
YG 3, or Yr 2 holds. Now assume that V is a system of non-empty 
subsets of3 closed under complementation suchthat any two pairs 
{Y,Y} and {3?‘,2} are compatible in the above sense. Then define a 
relation = on % by Y = %” if and only if either Y = %” or Y is a maximal 
proper subset of9’ from %?. By definition, = isreflexive and symmetric. 
To check transitivity, let Y1, Yz2, Y3 be three distinct members of 9 such 
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that Yr = Y2 and Y2 = Ys. Then Yr and Ys are maximal proper subsets 
of Y2 from ‘%. By maximality Yr and Ys are not contained in each other. 
The intersection Yr n Ys is not empty because itcontains Y2. Therefore, 
Yr U Ys = 95, i.e., YrC Ys by the compatibility hypothesis. Now let 22’ 
be any set from %? such that Yr & %“c Ys. Since 0 # Yr c Y2 n %” and 
0 # Ys G Y2 n 2, either %”or %” is contained in Y2 (b_y compatibility). 
Hence either 22“ is a proper subset of Y2 containing Yr or %” is one 
containing 3s.By maximality we must have either 9“= @r or %“= Ys. 
Therefore Yr is a maximal proper subset ofYs from ‘Z, whence Yr = Ys, 
as required. So,= is an equivalence relation on V. To V we associate  
tree structure ( ,cp) as is expected: thevertices arethe quivalence classes 
of =, and two classes are adjacent ifand only if they contain some 
complementary pair Y, Y’; aclass represents an object A if and only if all 
its members contain A.We have to show that y is indeed a tree and cp is a 
well-defined map on .9 so that V is the cluster system of (y, cp). 
First observe that wo clusters Yt and Y2 represent adjacent vertices if 
and only if either Yt= Y2, Yr is a maximal proper subcluster of Y2, Y2 is 
a maximal proper subcluster of Yr, or there exists exactly one cluster 22“ 
such that Yr c 9’~ Y2. 
Now let 27, L? be a pair of complementary clusters. Thenfor any cluster 
Y there exists precisely one cluster YO with YO = Y which is contained in 
either 2“or p. Uniqueness ofYO is obvious: YO= Yr # YO implies 
YO u Yr = 9, so we cannot have Y,,, Yrc 9’ or YO, Yt G 2, whereas 
YO c %” and Yr G 2 implies 22“~ Yr c YO c 9, a contradiction. Existence 
of YO follows from the fact that either Y c %“, Y c 2, @C 3, or gc 2; 
namely, either Y itself or the minimal subcluster of 9’or 2, respectively, 
containing Y may be chosen as Ye. Now, without loss of generality let 
YO c 9“. Then the sequence YOc Yr c . . . c Yn = 9“ of all clusters be-
tween YO and 9’ gives a path in y joining the vertices r presented by Y 
and 27, respectively, whence it follows that 7 is connected. Moreover, 7 
is a tree because a cluster Yr c %” cannot be adjacent to acluster Y2 c 2? 
unless Yr= 27’ and Y2 = 9“, in view of our first observation. 
Since Y= 9“ and Y= 2 implies Y = I, the dges of r are in one-to-one 
correspondence withthe complementary pairs 9, 2. Hence the clusters in 
a given equivalence class correspond i  aone-to-one manner to the edges 
incident with this equivalence class (regarded as avertex). 
Next we claim that for any object A there is a unique equivalence class 
q(A) all of whose members contain A.To show existence we choose a
minimal cluster 9’ among those containing A. Then all Jr = 22’ contain A,
for, %ot # 9’ implies grc 2’ and so A GC 2?r by minimality of 9’. To 
show uniqueness assume that A is contained in all members of some 
equivalence class. There xists a (unique) representative Y with either 
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Y c 9“ or Y c 5. Since the latter inclusion c tradicts A E Y, we must 
have Y c 9. Now, there is also a (unique) cluster 9” = 9’ with either 
9“’ c Y or 9” c Y, and again the latter isimpossible. Thus we get 
9’ G Y c %“= 9”, which implies 9”= Y= 9. 
Notice that an equivalence class which is not of the form q(A) contains 
necessarily at east three different clusters. In fact, he intersection of all 
members must be empty, while any two equivalent clusters have anon-empty 
intersection. Therefore (.7, cp) is indeed a tree structure on .!X. 
Finally, %Z is the cluster system associated with (7, cp): if an edge of 9- 
is represented by the pair 9, 2, then the two (new) clusters Y and Y of 
( y, ‘p) associated with ecoincide with LIZ and 2. Indeed, (p(A) and ‘p(B) 
are connected bya path avoiding the edge e if and only if there are 
representativeLYA of cp(A) and YB of q(B) such that either YA, YB L 9’ 
or YA, YJ c 9, and this in turn is equivalent wi h either A,B E %” or 
A, B E 9’. So, we have {Y, Y} = { 9, y}, completing theproof of Prop- 
osition 1.q
The proof of Proposition 1 entails a non-sequential method for construct- 
ing a labelled tree from a given system of compatible c usters. In some 
practical applications a tree-like cluster system is immediately obtained 
from the data. This is, for instance, the case with the technique of character 
compatibility analysis (cf. Meacham [18]). Consider a set % of species 
(“evolutionary units”) and a number of binary characters with states 0 and 
1. Then each character d termines a pair Y, @ of complementary clusters in 
X: say, in Y those species are grouped together that have state 1 (for this 
character). Two such clusters Y and 9’ are compatible (inour sense) ifand 
only if the corresponding characters a ecompatible, i.e., not all four 
combinations 00,01, 10, 11 of character states occur. So, every clique of
characters (pairwise compatible characters) in the data matrix gives a
tree-like cluster system on 3. Mathematically, the correspondence between 
cluster systems and character matrices is imply the usual correspondence 
between subsets Y of X and characteristic functions x,+9” -+ (0, l}. Now, 
Meacham [18] provides a equential method for constructing he labelled 
tree supported by a (chosen) clique. Translated into the cluster setting his 
algorithm TREE POPPING can be described as follows. Theinput is a 
tree-like system Q? of 2n clusters in .%. Start off with atrivial tree structure 
consisting of a single v rtex representing all objects in % (Step 0). Suppose 
that at some point we have used k 2 0 pairs of complementary clusters 
from 9? and have built upa tree structure determined by these 2k clusters. 
Next, choose another pair of complementary clusters 9, 2 from %‘. The 
tree obtained sofar is covered bythe two subtrees connecting theobjects of 
9’ and the objects of2, respectively. By compatibility of clusters, these 
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FIG. 4. “TREE POPPING” (see Meacham [18]). 
subtrees intersect in precisely one vertex. This vertex isnow split nto two 
adjacent vertices (with appropriate l b ls) so that he corresponding edgein 
the new tree structure represents the pair 9, L? (step k + 1). The popping 
is completed after step nand results in the tree structure associated with %‘. 
For instance, thetree structure on {A, B, C, D, E } shown in Fig. 3can be 
reconstructed fromits clusters as indicated in Fig. 4. 
So, “TREE POPPING” can easily beperformed byhand, even for a
large number of clusters. If the input of the algorithm happens to be a 
cluster system that is not tree-like, th nat some step (where the first 
incompatibility s met) the two subtrees in question overlap inmore than 
one vertex. Hence “TREE POPPING” also tests whether the input system 
actually was tree-like. Anyway, this tep-by-step procedure provides an
inductive proof of Proposition l(b) (the only point hat has to be checked 
concerns the two subtrees in tep k+ 1). 
A tree structure (y,cp) on 9 can also be described in terms of a certain 
quaternary relation on Z!“, viz. the neighbors relation 11,which is defined as
follows: A and B are neighbors relative to C and D if the path joining A 
and B and the path joining C and D have no vertex incommon, which is 
expressed by the short-hand ABIICD. The neighbors relation and the 
system of tree clusters readily translate into each other: 
ABllCD if and only if A, B E Y and C, D E Y for some cluster Y; 
Y is a cluster if and only if Y# 0,9- and 
AB(ICD for all A, B E Y and C, D E @. 
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Colonius and Schulze [8] have characterized those abstract quaternary 
relations I( that are realizable s the neighbors relations of tree structures (a 
similar result was given independently by Dress [13]). Note that he 
neighbors relation ]I iswritten asH* in [8]. The relation H in [8] coincides 
with the weak neighbors relation ) considered at the nd of this section. I  
their result Colonius and Schulze use conditions i  terms of both I] and 1. 
The next proposition characterizes the n ighbors relation of a tree structure 
in a slightly different fashion. Thetrivial conditions used in part (b) are 
“symmetry” and “antisymmetry,” whilethe crucial condition s the “sub- 
stitution property.” 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) Two tree structures d Jined on .% are equivalent if 
and only if their neighbors relations coincide. 
(b) A quaternary relation 11on I is tree-like, i.e., )( is the neighbors 
relation of asuitable tree structure on 9, if and only if the following properties 
hold for any objects A, B, C, D: at most one of 
ABIICD, ACIIBD, ADI(BC 
holds; i.e., the relation 11 is antisymmetric, 
ABllCD implies BAI(CD and CDJI AB; 
i.e., the relation 11is symmetric, 
ABllCD implies ither ABJICE or AE(JCD 
for any object E; i.e., the relation )I has the substitution property. 
(c) Let II be the neighbors relation of atree structure (Y,cp) on X. Then 
(Y, 9~) resolves 9 (or fully resolves X’,respectively) if andon& if AAll BB for 
all objects A f B (or AAllBC f or all objects B # A # C, respectively). 
Further, (Y, QI) is non-degenerate if ndonly if 11 is complete; that is, exactly 
one of ABIICD, ACJIBD, ADIJBC holds provided that not three of the four 
objects are equal. 
Antisymmetry and symmetry of the relation ]I can be expressed by a 
single condition, viz. for any four objects A,,A,, A,, A, with A,A,(IA,A, 
and any permutation v f{ 1,2,3,4} one has 
A,(,,A,(,)lIA,(,,A,,, if and only if 
{{1,21, (3,411 = (~m~4)~~ {77(3)97(4))). 
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Before giving the proof of Proposition 2 werecord another important 
property ofthe neighbors relation which is a logical consequence of the 
above three properties. 
LEMMA 1. If a quaternary relation (1 has the substitution property and is 
both antisymmetric and symmetric, then for any objects A, B, C, D, E, 
ABJJCD and AB)JDE implies ABJICE, 
i.e., the relation 11 istransitive. 
Proof. Suppose that ABJICD and ABIIDE but not ABJICE. By the 
substitution pr perty, ABIICD implies ither ABllCE or AEIICD. The 
former has been excluded, so AE (JCD must be true. Similarly, since ABI( DE 
but not AB((CE, we get AC(I DE. This, however, conflicts wi hantisymme- 
try. Hence 11 is transitive. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 2. Part (c) is easily checked. Part (a) follows from 
the corresponding partof Proposition 1. Bythe description of the neighbors 
relation n terms of clusters, the three properties asserted in (b) clearly hold. 
It remains to verify the converse implication of part (b). Assume that an 
abstract relation )I has those three properties. W  define abstract clusters Y 
in terms of 1) as in the tree case, viz., welet Y c X be a cluster with respect 
to 11 if and only if 0 f Y# X and AB(ICD holds for all A, B E Y and 
C, D E Y. Trivially, for any such cluster Y the complement Y is also a
cluster. Further, any two clusters Y, 3’ with respect to)I are compatible 
since A E Y n 3, B E Y n 2, C E @na, and D E 6?i-t? would imply 
AB((CD as well as ACIIBD, contradicting antisymmetry. Finally, we can 
recover (1from this ystem of clusters: let A, B, C, D be any objects with 
AB((CD. Then let Y consist of all objects E uch that AEI(CD. Recall from 
Lemma 1 that 11 is transitive. Then in view of ABIJCD, for any object E,
AEllCD is equivalent wi h BE(ICD. In particular, bothobjects A and B 
belong to Y. Since ACIICD and _AD(lCD are impossible_by antisymmetry, 
C and D are in the complement Y.If E E Y and F E Y’,then AE(ICF by 
substitution. Hencefor objects E,, E, E Y and F,, F2 E Y we get AE,IJCq 
(i, j= 1,2). Then by transitivity, E,E,IJC$ (j = 1,2), and further 
E,E,(I F,F,. Therefore Y is indeed a cluster which separates A, B from 
C, D. 0 
In view of Lemma 1, a quaternary relation (1 satisfying symmetry and 
antisymmetry hasthe substitution property if and only if it is transitive and 
satisfies th  following condition: if 
ABllCD holds but not AB(ICE 
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then 
AEIJCD or BE]]CD is true. 
This together with Proposition 2 gives Theorem 2of Colonius and Schulze 
[8]. Notice that ransitivity cannot be dropped from this formulation of the 
substitution pr perty, as is confirmed by a “cyclic” relation on aset with 
five objects: AB]]CD, CD]@?, AEJIBC, BCJIDE, DE]lAB (see the relation 
of “type 9” in Sect. 5). 
In Proposition 2 we have associated a system of clusters to certain 
relations I].We wish to perform such an assignment also in those cases 
where I( does not necessarily havethe substitution pr perty. Then, of 
course, wecannot hope to recover the original re ation from the associated 
system of clusters. What part of the relation s actually recovered is clarified 
by the next proposition (which is the relational counterpart of Buneman’s 
assignment d CJ Ad in [4]). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 1) be any relation satisfying antisymmetry andsym- 
metry. Th_en the system of clusters Y atisfying ABIJCD for all A, B E Y and 
C, D E Y is tree-like. Define arelation II* by the ruk ABIJ*CD if and on& if 
there is a cluster Y with A, B E Y and C, D.E Y. Then I)* is the finest 
relation coarser than (1 which satisjies symmetry and antisymmetry andhas the 
substitution pr perty. 
Proof Since )I satisfies antisymmetry and symmetry, the corresponding 
system of clusters is tree-like (cf.the first part of the proof of Proposition 
2(b)). Hence the relation ]I*derived from this ystem is certainly coarser 
than (1, has the substitution property and satisfies symmetry and antisym- 
metry. Finally, it follows from the proof of Proposition 2 that any relation 
coarser than (1 having the required properties gives a system of clusters 
contained in the preceding o eassociated with 11, whence it is coarser than 
II*- 0 
As was mentioned above there is yet another notion fneighbors relation 
that differs from the strict relation (1 in the degenerate case. The weak 
neighbors elation I of a tree structure (Y, ‘p) is defined by
ABJCD if and only if the paths connecting A, B and C, D, respectively 
intersect in a most one vertex ofY. 
For instance, in a degenerate but(fully) resolved tree structure on four 
objects A, B, C, D one has ABICD, ACIBD, and ADIBC. It is dispensable 
to investigate thisrelation separately because the relations ]I and I are 
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readily transformed into each other: 
ABlCD if and only if neither ACJ( BD nor ADI1 BC holds, 
ABllCD if and only if ABICD holds but not ACjBD or ADIBC. 
3. CODING A TREE STRUCTURE 
Tree structures can be coded in various ways. Typically, oneuses a
coding scheme for ooted trees with n+ 1 labelled t rminal vertices; any 
such scheme can be applied to(unrooted) tree structures on n + 2 objects 
by considering a fixed labelled v rtex (object) to be the artificial root. For 
instance, Rohlf [22] describes a canonical representation of r oted/un- 
rooted non-degenerate trestructures. H rewe give a slightly different 
representation wh chseems to be advantageous when directly calculating 
the code from the neighbors relation of the tree structure. 
We use the following conventions. Let he n+ 2 objects under considera- 
tion be numbered by 0, 1, .. . , n and the symbol *(designating he artificial 
root). Suppose we are given anon-degenerate trestructure on this et of 
objects. First we label the n non-terminal vertices by -1,. . , -n so that 
label -i is attached to that vertex onthe subtree connecting theterminal 
vertices *, 0,. . . , i - 1 which is closest to vertex i.Then the code (a,, . .. , a,) 
is obtained asfollows: foreach integer i between 1 and n let a, be the label 
of that vertex among the vertices - (i- l), .. . , - 1, 0, 1, . . . , i - 1 which is 
closest to he root *such that vertex -iis on the path from vertex aito *. 
We thus obtain an integer sequence (a,, . .. , a,), where (ui( -Ci for each 
index i. In particular, the number a, is always equal to zero (and hence 
could be omitted). Figure 5 depicts a tree structure on 10 objects with its 
vertex labelling (according to the convention described above) and its 
associated code. 
FIG. 5. The tree structure with code (O,O, 0, - 3,4,4,3, - 7,8). 
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It is easy to see that he above correspondence setsup a bijection 
between on-degenerate trestructures on n+ 1 objects and n-tuples 
(a r,. . , a,) of integers a, atisfying [ail< i. Given the code (ur,. . , a,), 
the associated ree structure is readily constructed in a recursive fashion. 
Start out with the tree structure having three terminal vertices labelled by 
*, 0,l and an internal vertex - 1. Suppose that he tree structure corre- 
sponding to the partial code (a,, . .. , a;) has already been constructed. 
Create a new vertex -(i + 1) on the edge which is incident with vertex 
ai+1 and lies on the path from ai+, to *; and then add vertex i + 1 to this 
tree by making it adjacent to vertex -(i + 1). Continuing this way one 
finally arrives at the tree structure represented by the tuple (a,, . .. , a,). 
The neighbors relation of a non-degenerate tree structure can be obtained 
directly from the code (ur, . .. , a,) of the tree structure. Th  procedure 
operates a follows. First set the i-cluster equal to {i } for each i = 
O,l,. . ) n, and let all indices 1,.. . , n be unmarked. Ateach stage we 
determine the largest unmarked index ksuch that uk is non-negative. Then 
each object inthe present k-cluster is a neighbor feach object inthe 
a,-cluster withrespect to any pair of objects outside the k- and a,-clusters. 
Now mark the index kand substitute -k by uk wherever itoccurs among 
uk+l,*..,“n. Further merge the k-cluster into the a,-cluster. Then continue 
until the objects 0, 1, .. . , n are covered bytwo clusters. 
One can also reverse the above procedure andcompute the code from an 
input neighbors relation (1.This is done recursively in the following fashion. 
Suppose that we have already found the partial code (a,, . .. , ui) repre- 
senting the neighbors relation 11 restricted to the objects *,0, 1, .. . , i. We 
wish to determine the edge of the corresponding treestructure wh re the 
new edge incident with vertex i + 1 branches off. Tothis end consider an 
auxiliary code (b,, b,, .. . , b,), where ach bj equals j at the beginning. At 
each stage pick the largest unmarked index kI i such that uk is non-nega- 
tive. If*u,llk(i + l), then put u,+~ = b,, and if *kllu,(i + l), then put 
ai+1 = bU,. In either case we are done. If k is the unique unmarked index 
among 1,. . , i, then we let uitl = -k and stop. Otherwise, we continue by 
marking the index k, setting ba, equal to -k, and substituting -k among 
uk+l,..., a, by uk. 
4. THE NEIGHBORS RELATIONS OF DISSIMILARITY FUNCTIONS 
Given any dissimilarity function d,we have a “concrete” n ighbors 
relation II defined byABllCD if and only if the distance sum d(A, B) + 
d(C, D) is strictly smaller than the other two distance sums d(A, C) + 
d( B, D) and d(A, D) + d( B, C). In a sense the relation II represents the 
shape of the dissimilarity data.For instance, AAllBB is just areformulation 
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of d(A, B) > 0, and ABI(CC expresses thefact hat C is not between A 
and B, that is, d(A, B) < d(A, C) + d( B, C). The relation (1 istree-like if 
and only if it coincides with the relation II*defined interms of the clusters 
associated with 11 (see Proposition 3). Certainly (I istree-like whenever itis 
symmetric and antisymmetric and has the substitution property (see Pro- 
position 2). Since II is now defined bycertain equalities, some of the 
properties studied inthe preceding section are always true. Inparticular, we 
will see that ransitivity and he substitution property mean the same for 
neighbors relations I( defined bydissimilarity data.
PROPOSITION 4. The neighbors elation II of a dissimilarity function d is 
antisymmetric, symmetric, and fulfills theweak transitivity law 
ABIICD, ABI(DE, ADlICE implies ABIICE. 
Moreover, the relation (( has the weak substitution pr perty 
AB(ICD implies ither AB(ICE or ABI( ED 
or AEI(CD or EBIICD. 
Proof Clearly the relation 11 is antisymmetric and symmetric (in the 
sense of Proposition 2). That he other two properties hold is less trivial. 
Assume that ABIICD, ABIIDE, and ADlICE are true. From ABllCD and 
ADlICE we infer the inequalities 
d(A, B) + d(C, D) < d(A, D) + d(B, C), 
d(A, D) + d(C, E) < d(A, E) + d(C, D). 
Adding up both inequalities giv
d(A, B) + d(C, E) < d(A, E) + d(B, C). 
Similarly, from ABllDE and ADlICE we get 
d(A, B) f d(D, E) < d(A, D) + d(B, E), 
d(A, D) + d(C, E) < d(A,C) + d(D, E), 
and hence 
d( A, B) + d(C, E) < d( A, C) + d( B, E). 
Therefore ABllCE is true, proving weak transitivity. 
Finally, assume AB(ICD, and suppose that E does not substitute any one 
of A, B, C, D. Then without loss of generality we may assume that 
d( A, E) + d( B, C) I d( A, B) + d(C, E). (1) 
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Adding the inequality d(A, B) + d(C, D) < d(A, D) + d(B, C) to in- 
equality (1) gives 
d(A, E) + d(C, D) < d(A, D) + d(C, E). 
Therefore as AEllCD does not hold we get 
d(A,C) + d(D, E) I d(A, E) + d(C, 0). 
Similarly, from this inequality we infer 
d(A, B) + d(D, E) < d(A, E) + d(B, D), 
whence 
(2) 
d(A, D) + d(B, E) I d(A, B) + d(D, E), (3) 
because AI311 DE is impossible. Finally, inequality (3) implies 
d(B, E) + d(C, D) < d(B, c) + d( D, E), 
and since BEllCD is forbidden this yields 
d(B, 0) + d(C, E) I d(B, E) + d(C, D). (4 
Addition finequalities (1) (2), (3) (4) results in the inequality 
d(A, 0) + d(B, c) + d(A, c) + d(B, D) I 2(d(A, B) + d(C, II)), 
which is in conflict wi h ABJICD. This contradiction ompletes heproof. q 
From the preceding proposition we can deduce the following tree test for 
a concrete neighbors relation. 
PROPOSITION 5. The neighbors elation 11 of a dissimilarity function d is 
tree-like f and only if 11 is transitive, or quivalently, if II has the substitution 
property. 
ProoJ By Lemma 1, II is transitive whenever itsatisfies th  substitution 
property. Conversely, assume that II is transitive and ABllCD holds. By
weak substitution (seeProposition 4) and transitivity, we have either 
ABI(CE and AB(IDE or AEllCD and BEIICD. Therefore thesubstitution 
property holds, whence by Proposition 2 the proof is complete. q 
The tree test of Proposition 5 would require tocheck all quintuples of 
objects. Onecan, however, dobetter than that, viz., itsuffices to check 
transitivity for hose quintuples which contain some fixed (but arbitrary) 
object F (see the next proposition). This,by the way, parallels a result 
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concerning the four-point condition, where only quadruples containing 
some fixed object have to be checked (see [27]). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let d be a dissimilarity function. Given any fixed object 
F, the neighbors relation 11 fd is tree-like if and only if every quintuple of 
objects which contains F ful@lls thetransitivity (or equivalently, the substitu- 
tion ) requirement . 
Proof Assume AB]]CD, and let E be any object. Assume further that 
all quintuples containing F obey the transitivity law andhence the substitu- 
tion rule (cf. the proof of Proposition 5). Now we wish to prove that either 
AEllCD or AB]]CE. By assumption, either ABIICF or AFllCD is true, say 
the former. Then we get ABIIDF. From AB)IDF we infer that either 
AB()EF or AE(IDF. If ABI(EF holds, then so does AB(ICE by transitivity 
because ABIICF. Now assume AEIIDF. From ABI(CF we obtain either 
ABllCE or AEIICF. The latter together with AEIJDF gives AEIICD. We 
conclude that either AEllCD or ABI(CE, as desired. 0 
The reader isinvited to apply this tree test to the molecular d ta of Sibley 
and Ahlquist [25]. These authors compared the single-copy nuclear DNA 
sequences of the hominoid genera (and the cercopithecoids) using
DNA-DNA hybridization o produce a complete matrix of delta TsoH 
values. Using the “average linkage” procedure they conclude that he 
branching sequence ofthe lineages, from oldest tomost recent, was: old 
world monkeys, gibbons, orangutan, gorilla, chimpanzees, and man. One 
arrives at the same conclusion by an analysis of the neighbors relation of 
the average d lta TsoH distance function (see Table 2of [25]): the relation 
is transitive and in perfect accord with the advocated tree structure (see Fig. 
4 of [25]). 
Next we consider the non-strict counterpart of the neighbors relation I(.
The weak neighbors relation ] fa dissimilarity function d is defined by
ABJCD if andonlyif d(A, B) + d(C, D) I d(A,C) + d(B, D) 
and d(A, B) + d(C, D) I d(A, D) + d(B, C). 
If d is a metric satisfying the four-point condition, then the associated 
relations ]I and ] coincide with the corresponding relations f the tree 
structure determined by . We have the following a alog of Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 7. The weak neighbors relation I of adissimilarity func ion d 
is the weak neighbors relation of some tree structure if and only if 
either exactly one or all three of ABICD, ACIBD, ADIBC hold 
(modified antisymmetry), 
and 
ABICD and ABIDE imply AB(CE (transitivity). 
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Proof. If 1 is the weak neighbors relation of atree structure, th nit 
satisfies both the transitivity law and the modified antisymmetry rule. 
Conversely, let 1have these two properties. By virtue ofmodified antisym- 
metry, the relations 11 and 1 defined byd correspond to each other as 
required: ABlCD if and only if neither ACl(BD nor ADllBC holds. Thus in 
view of Proposition 5 itsuffices to how that he strict relation 11 is 
transitive. So assume ABllCD and ABllDE. Then, in particular, ABICD 
and ABIDE, whence ABICE by transitivity. Suppose that ABIJCE is not 
true, then AClBE and AEIBC by modified antisymmetry. F omthis we 
get ADlICE by virtue oftransitivity: ndeed, AC(DE together with AC(BE 
would lead to kCIBD, contradicting ABIICD, and AEICD together with 
AEI BC would lead to AEIBD, contradicting ABIIDE. Thus we have 
ABIJCD, ABIIDE, ADlICE, but not ABIICE. This, however, conflicts with 
weak transitivity (see Proposition 4) completing theproof. 0 
One word of caution isin order here. It is not true that 1is “tree-like” f 
and only if 11 is. We have seen in the preceding proof, however, that 11 is 
transitive provided that 1is transitive and satisfies modified antisymmetry. 
The converse does not hold: consider four objects A, B, C, D with mutual 
distance l-except for d( B, C) = 2. Then d( A, B) + d(C, D) = d(A, C) 
+ d( B, D) < d(A, D) + d(B, C). Hence the (strict) neighbors relation 11 
of d is represented by a egenerate tr e, while the weak neighbors relation 1 
of d has no tree realization at allbecause itviolates modified antisymmetry. 
We therefore have to distinguish between the weak neighbors relation 1 
defined byd and the weak neighbors relation (+ associated with (1 by the 
rule: ABI+C’D if and only if neither ACllBD nor AD(IBC holds. The 
relation I+ satisfies modified antisymmetry, and is in general finer than 1. 
There is yet another technical problem with weak neighbors relations: for 
this kind of relation theanalog f Proposition 3 s ot true. More precisely, 
on every set 9” with at least 6 objects there exists a dissimilarity function d 
such that he associated weak neighbors relation 1 does not contain a y 
tree-like weak subrelation I*. Toshow this we need alemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let II1 and II2 be the neighbors relations of two non-degenerate 
tree structures on a set .% with n2 6 objects. Then there exist four distinct 
objects A, B, C, D such that ABII,CD and ABll&D. 
Proof: Restrict the tree structures in question tosome subset of % 
consisting of 6 distinct objects A,B, C, D, E, F. Note that here are two 
topologically different tree structures for six objects: onehas three clusters 
of size two and the other has two complementary clusters of ize three. 
Now, if one of the two substructures on A,B, C, D, E, F has three 
2-clusters suchas {A, B}, {C, D}, {E, F}, then in the other substructure 
each 4-cluster $V contains one of these sets, ay {A, B}, whence we have - 
ABll XY for g= {A’, Y} in both structures. Otherwise, both substructures 
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FIGURE 6 
have a pair of complementary 3-clusters, say, {A, B, C} and {D, E, F } 
versus {A, B, F} and {C, D, E}, in which case ABIICD holds in both 
substructures. 0 
Now let d, < 1 be any metric on9” satisfying the four-point condition 
such that he corresponding treestructure is non-degenerate. Le  1 denote 
the weak neighbors relation of the “dissimilarity” function d = 1 - d,. 
Then for any four distinct objects A,B, C, D, precisely twoof AB(CD, 
A C(BD, and ADlBC hold. Assume that here xists a tree-like weak 
neighbors relation (* coarser than the relation I. Then, by modified antisym- 
metry, the relation I* must be strict, andthus gives a non-degenerate tre
structure. By virtue ofLemma 2 there are objects A, B, C, D such that 
d( A, B) + d(C, D) is both strictly minimal and maximal among the three 
corresponding sums, which is absurd. This proves the above assertion. The 
latter argument and the conclusion of Lemma 2 do not hold in the case that 
n = 5 (as is easily seen). 
B C B C D 
>oD El 
A E A E 
AB IICD ABIICD 
ABIIDE ABIIDE 
BCIIDE 
type 4 type 5 
B C 
IILL 
D 
A E 
AB IICD 
ABIICE 
ABIIDE 
BC IIDE 
type 6 
FIGURE I 
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5. NEIGHBORS RELATIONS FOR FIVE OBJECTS 
A set of five objects A,B, C, D, E admits dissimilarity functions for 
which the associated n ighbors relations arenot tree-like. We will now 
describe all these neighbors relations explicitly. Up topermutation of the 
objects here are nine ssentially different relations (ifonly quadruples of 
distinct objects are considered). To see this, use Proposition 4 and check all 
possible combinations. The first three types of concrete neighbors relations 
are realized by tree structures (s eFig. 6). 
In other words, each relation of type i(where i = 1,2,3) isthe neighbors 
relation of atree structure with i- 1 non-trivial pairs of complementary 
clusters. For the remaining six relations the appropriate dissimilarity func-
tions are represented as the distance function of suitable labelled graphs. 
Namely, five vertices of each graph in Figs. 7 and 8 are labelled by 
A, B, C, D, E, and the dissimilarity of two objects is the length ofa shortest 
path connecting thecorresponding two vertices, where all edges have length 
one. 
Notice that he relations depicted in Fig. 7are subrelations of tree-like 
neighbors relations. The maximal relations arethose of types 3, 7, and 9. 
See Fig. 9for the inclusion relationship of ty es. 
@ tree 
?--4--T 2 6 7 
cycle 
@ ‘6 :a ‘& b@ 
FIG. 9. Inclusion diagram of types i. 
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distance 7-i 
FIG. 10. Type i + 4 (i = 2,3,4,5). 
It is perhaps interesting o note that each of the six intransitive relations 
can be obtained from atree metric bydecreasing the distance of one pair of 
objects. So all kinds of intransitivity are already caused by a single 
perturbance. Namely, in the graph of type 4remove the dge joining D and 
E, then in the resulting tree structure allobjects have the same distance as 
before-except forhe pair D, E which as distance 3 in the tree while the 
observed distance is 1. Similarly, delete he unlabelled vertex inthe graph of 
type 5, then the distance of A and E in the resulting tree structure is 4 
while the observed distance is 2. For types 6,7,8,9 wecan use one and the 
same tree structure in which one distance (viz., that of A and E) is then 
decreased by a certain number i, see Fig. 10. 
The latter xample also indicates hat he relation of type 9 is most 
remote from any tree-like relation. For instance, transforming a type 9
relation into a (non-degenerate) tre -like relation requires two replace- 
ments, say, substitute AEllBC and AEj1CD by AB](CE and ACIIDE, 
respectively. Altogether there are five possible transformations of this kind 
(corresponding to the edges in the graph of type 9, see Fig. 8). For the 
relation of type 8 there are three minimal transformations o a tree-like 
relation: one substitution and e extension arerequired (which amounts to 
deleting one of the unlabelled v rtices in the graph of type 8). Finally, a 
tree-like relation s obtained from the relation of type 7by replacing either 
AE(ICD by ACllDE or BCI(DE by BEI(CD. 
Next we will demonstrate howthe preceding investigation can beem- 
ployed for analyzing small data sets. Here is an example. Fitch (171 has 
re-examined theimmunological distances (described y Sarich) for eight 
mammalian taxa. Figure 11displays thedissimilarity matrix for six of these 
taxa, viz., R = raccoon, B = bear, D = dog, S = seal, L = sea lion, and 
M = mink. 
826 
D 48 32 
s 442950 
kkb 
L 44 33 48 24 
M 42 34 51 44 38 
RBDSL 
FIGURE 11 
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The neighbors relation of this dissimilarity function is ot tree-like. We 
have two ties, namely, DRIMS, DSIMR, and BRJDS, BDIRS. Moreover, 
there is a type 7intransitivity in the quintuple B, D, L, M, R caused by the 
two instances BDI(MR and BRIIDL. Substituting the former byBR(IDM or 
the latter byBDllLR (and breaking the ties suitably) supports either the 
one or the other tree structure depicted in Fig. 11. The neighbors relation of 
the first tree structure belongs, for instance, to the dissimilarity function 
obtained from the observed one by letting thedistance of M and R be 46. 
Similarly, the second tree-like relation c rresponds to the perturbed dissimi- 
larity function where the distance of D to S and L, respectively, equals 51. 
So, one may conclude that he tree structures shown in Fig. 11 are qually 
good fits othe data. The situation changes a little wh n the two remaining, 
more distant taxa (viz., catand monkey) are also taken into consideration. 
Then the first olution, where bear and raccoon form acluster, is somewhat 
favored (cf. Fig. 3of Fitch [17]). 
There is yet another set of data reanalyzed by Fitch [17], viz., the 
immunological data of Case for nine species of ranid frogs. Aswas already 
pointed out by Fitch these data show a rather high level of“noise.” This 
observation s supported byan analysis of the quintuple types in the 
corresponding nei hbors relation, showing umerous instances of intransi- 
tivity. In particular, there is a quintuple of type 9involving thefrogs Rana 
aurora, R. boylii, R.cascadae, R.muscosa, nd R. pretiosa (cf. Fig. 4of 
[171). 
6. AGGLOMERATIVE ALGORITHMS 
Sattah nd Tversky [23] have proposed a sequential method for construct- 
ing trees which makes use of the neighbors relation. The input of their 
algorithm ADDTREE is a dissimilarity function d, and the output is a tree 
that is supposed tobe a good fit o the data. In case that d satisfies th  
four-point condition this algorithm produces the right tree structure (pro- 
vided that he latter isnon-degenerate), s wasobserved in[23]. The 
algorithm ADDTREE proceeds a follows: first a pair A, B of objects is 
selected such that he number of pairs X, Y with AB(I XY is maximal, and 
then the pair A, B is substituted by a new (hypothetical) object Z so that 
the distance from Z to any object X is defined asthe arithmetic mean of 
d(A, X) and d( B, X). This process i iterated until all objects-old an
new ones-are grouped together. The successive pairing induces a system 
of tree clusters forthe original objects. There is an obvious modification of 
ADDTREE involving a  alternative definition of the new distances d( Z,X). 
For any object X different from A and B put 
d(Z,X)=h.d(A,X)+(l-h).d(B,X), 
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where 0I h I 1 and h depends on A and B. In other words, for each 
pairing a convex combination of distances is used. Note that ADDTREE 
itself is aweighted procedure as the sequential use of arithmetic mean does 
not give qual weights o’ the original distances. In order to adjust for the 
unweighted situation, put v(X) = 1 for each original object X,and at the 
recursive st p let v(Z) = v(A) + V( 8) and A = v(A)/v(Z). In order to 
adjust for the degenerate case one is allowed tocluster more than two 
objects at each stage. Namely, consider the relation - defined byA - B if 
and only if A, B are neighbors with respect to amaximal number of pairs. 
Then let anew object Z substitute any non-trivial block .& of the transitive 
closure of- . The distance of Z to an object X (not in &‘) is set equal to 
d(z, X) = c A, . d(A, X) whereallA,kOand c X,=1. 
AEd AEd 
A grouping ofthis kind is also used by Barthelemy andLuong [2] in their 
modification of ADDTREE. Yet another variant ofADDTREE is obtained 
by simultaneously substituting all non-trivial blocks ofthe transitive closure 
of - by new objects at each stage. IfZ and Z’ are such objects, hen the 
distance of Z and Z’ in the unweighted situation, f r instance, is calculated 
as 
d( z, Z’) = c d(A, A’). V(A) . Y(A’)/v(Z) .Y(Z’), 
A ES+. A’E~’ 
where Y counts the number of the original objects merged into the new 
object. The next proposition aflirms that all variants of ADDTREE pro- 
duce the right tree structure if the neighbors relation of the data is tree-like. 
We restrict theproof to the case that at each stage of the algorithms only 
one cluster & is formed; the situation with “parallel” clustering can be 
treated similarly. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let d be a dissimilarity function such that he associated 
neighbors elation 11is tree-like. Then any convex variant of ADDTREE 
applied tod yields the tree structure realizing I).
Proof We proceed byinduction. Let A, B be a pair of objects such that 
the number of quadruples A, B, X, Y in which A, B are neighbors is 
maximal. Then A and B belong to a minimal non-singleton cluster &’ of 
the tree structure realizing 11.Hence for A, B E z? and C, D, X 4 .@’ we 
have AXljCD if and only if BXI(CD. Now, substitute SJ byZ and put 
d( Z, X) = c A, . d(A, X) where all X, 2 0 and c A, = 1. 
AEd AEd 
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If AX]]CD holds, then we obtain 
d(Z, x) + d(C, D) = c A,. (d(A, x) + d(C, D)) 
AEd 
< c x,4 * (do, cl) + (4R xl) 
AEd 
= d(Z, C) + d(C, x), 
and similarly, d( 2 X) + d( C, D) < d( Z, 0) + d( C, X). Since the reverse 
implication is also true, weconclude that ZXIICD is equivalent to AX]]CD 
for any A E ~4. Therefore thinduction hypothesis completes theproof. 0 
In view of this result one may expect that ADDTREE and its relatives 
give reasonably good fits of dissimilarity data to tree structures. These 
algorithms canalso be applied toabstract neighbors relations (which are 
not derived from dissimilarity data)after introducing suitable dissimilarity 
functions 6 a sociated with the given relations. I deed, for every quaternary 
relation I] one can define a similarity function u in the following way; see 
Colonius and Schulze [6]. The score a(A, B) of two objects A and B is the 
number of quadruples in which A, B are neighbors, that is, 
~(4 B) = I{ X, Y} I ABIIXK X # Y} I. 
Notice that in the recursive st p of ADDTREE pairs of objects were 
selected according to maximum score. The next result isessentially due to
Colonius and Schulze [6]. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let II be the neighbors relation of a tree structure on a set 
.F with nobjects. Then the function S defined by 
6(A, B) = 
i 
+l-a(A,B) ifA#B, 
0 ifA = B, 
satisfies the four-point condition. Moreover, the neighbors relation of 6
coincides with the given relation (I.
Proof Let A, B, C, D be four distinct objects such that AB(CD (see 
Fig. 12, where the dge {u, v} may collapse). LA X and Y be two distinct 
objects, andlet 9 denote the path connecting X and Y. If 9 does not 
intersect the subtree connecting A, B, C, D, then each pair from A, B, C, D 
is scored byX, Y. Now assume that 9 intersects the subtree in at least one 
of the points p,q, u (see Fig. 12). If 9 contains p but not u, then X, Y are 
neighbors with respect toeach pair from B, C, D, that is, X, Y scores the 
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pairs B, C; B, D; and C, D. If B contains q but neither u nor u, then X, Y 
scores the two pairs A, B and C, D. If 9 contains u but not u, then only 
C, D is scored byX, Y. Finally, if both uand u belong to 9, then X, Y does 
not contribute to the scores ofpairs from A, B, C, D. Observe that if 9 
contains either q or u but not u then ABjlCD must hold. In each of the 
above cases the partial scores distributed by X, Y to the pairs from 
A, B, C, D obey the four-point law for similarities. Then umming up the 
partial scores with respect to all pairs X, Y we get hat 
a(A, B) + u(C, D) 2 o(A,C) + a(B, D) = u(A, D) + u(B,C), 
where the first inequality is strict if and only if ABIJCD holds. Ina similar 
fashion wesee that a( A, B) 2 a( A, C) + a( B, C) for all objects A,B, C. 
Therefore 6 satisfies th  four-point condition, and the given relation I( is 
recovered from S. q 
The following tree-building procedure is justified by Propositions 8 a d
9: for agiven eighbors relation (1,determine the score matrix u and apply 
any convex variant ofADDTREE to the associated dissimilarity measure S. 
The neighbors relation derived from the score matrix u of a neighbors 
relation )] may be tree-like although t e original re ation s not (as is shown 
by several examples). This uggests iterating this process ofscoring and 
deriving neighbors relations. O e cannot expect, however, that atree-like 
relation s eventually obtained this way. Consider the nine types of neigh- 
bors for five objects. Figure 13 displays the nine score matrices ina 
graphical fashion, where one line between two objects symbolizes one
scoring unit. Itturns out that for types 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 the neighbors relation 
derived from the score matrix is the original one, while type 4 is trans- 
formed into type 2and types 5,6 into type 3. 
There is yet another agglomerative algorithm available that operates on 
neighbors relations. Thisprocedure, proposed byColonius and Schulze [7], 
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FIG. 13. (Iterated) score matrices for five objects. 
directly approximates quaternary relations 11 by tree-like relations, a d can 
be regarded asa non-numerical variant ofADDTREE. At each stage a pair 
A, B with maximum score is substituted by a new object Z,where for each 
triple C,D, E one sets ZEllCD according to one of the instances AEllCD 
or BEIJCD, viz., either one alternative is chosen at random or both 
alternatives ar  xplored separately (see [7]). Atthis point it is perhaps 
reasonable to introduce weights for quadruples of objects. Theweight 
P( A, B, C, D) should measure the confidence we have that he relation 11 
A, B, C, D represents the“true” clustering of these objects. If 11 is the 
neighbors relation of an observed dissimilarity function d we may define 
the weight of A, B, C, D as 
T( A, B, C, D) = 
d(A, C) + d(B, D) - d(A, B) - d(C, D) 
d(A, D) + d(B,C) + d(A, B) + d(C, D) ’ 
where the distance sums are given in the order 
d(A, B) + d(C, D) I d(A,C) + d(B, D) I d(A, D) + d(B,C). 
Then the algorithm of Colonius and Schulze can be modified asfollows: 
after selecting a pair A, B with maximum score, retain for each triple 
C, D, E that quadruple A, C, D, E or B, C, D, E which as larger weight 
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(if equality occurs proceed asabove), and then in the neighbors relation 
substitute A orB by the new object Z-and continue. 
Fitch [17] has also proposed a method that uses core matrices as ociated 
with dissimilarity data.In contrast to the above approach his scoring 
system operates on the weak neighbors relation 1 fa dissimilarity function 
d. Given any weak neighbors relation 1 on a set S?, the weak score 
(“neighborliness value” ensu Fitch) u’(A, B) of two objects A and B is 
obtained bysumming up the following numbers for pairs X, Y of objects: 
1 if ABllXY 
: if ABIXY and exactly one of AXIBY, AY IBX holds, 
: if ABIXY, AXIBY, AYIBX hold. 
Accordingly, every quadruple of objects equally contributes two units to the 
weak score matrix, this certainly being areasonable condition. 
The weak score matrices oftree structures have not yet been char- 
acterized, though acharacterization is ctually notdifficult to obtain. 
PROPOSITION 10. For any tree structure on a set T with nobjects, he
function 6’ defined by 
6’(A, B) = 
+ 1 - u’(A, B) ifA # B 
ifA = B 
satisfies the four-point condition. Moreover, the neighbors relation of S’ 
extends the neighbors relation of the given tree structure. 
Since the proof of this proposition parallels that of Proposition 9 it is left 
to the reader. We just show that he neighbors relation of S’ may be finer 
than the given relation ]I.For the tree structure of Fig. 14 we get 
a’( A, B) + a’( C, D) = y 
u’(A, C) + u’( B, D) = a’(A, D) + a’(B, C) = y, 
although ABllCD does not hold. 
As to the properties of u or u’, one word of caution isin order here. 
Recall that for atree structure a minimum non-singleton cluster is iden- 
tified as amaximal set of objects whose pairwise score is maximum. So the 
first ep in ADDTREE and its relatives parallels that in a hierarchical 
cluster technique. N vertheless, the dissimilarity measure 6 corresponding 
to u is not an ultrametric and annot be recovered by acluster algorithm. 
Consider the tree structure on ten objects, a  depicted in Fig. 15. For any 
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object A in the cluster J%’ and B in 9 we get 
a(C, D) = 12, 
u( A, C) = u( B, D) = 11, 
a(A, D) = a(B,C) = 7, 
a@, B) = 2. 
Thus, any of the hierarchical cluster methods (e.g., single inkage, complete 
linkage, average linkage t chniques) applied tothe score matrix u yields the 
tree structure of Fig. 16. Therefore the method proclaimed by Abdi, 
Barthelemy, andLuong [l] is fallible andhence not appropriate for tree 
construction. 
7. COMPARING NEIGHBORS RELATIONS 
How alike are two tree structures (d fined on the same set of objects)? 
This question has been dealt with by numerous authors. Various distance 
measures have been proposed; cf. Bock [3] and Day [lo] for asurvey. A 
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popular metric between tree structures is based on the comparison f
clusters: it isdefined asthe symmetric difference of the associated cluster 
systems ( ee .g., Robinson a d Foulds [21]). This particular metric has a 
number of pleasant properties, but there is certainly one disadvantage, viz., 
high sensitivity to even minor earrangements of theobjects. Forinstance, 
one different placement of asingle object may change all clusters andthus 
yields a tree structure at maximal distance to the original one. Recently, 
Estabrook, McMorris, and Meacham [16] have proposed four distance 
measures which are based on the comparison of the neighbors relations and 
are less ensitive to different placements of only few objects. More gener- 
ally, wecan compare two arbitrary (abstract) neighbors relations ]]iand ]I2 
defined ona given set X in the following way. Let Jv; and .KZ denote the 
systems ofall sets {{A, B}, {C, D}} such that A, B, C, D E 3 are distinct 
and satisfy ABII,CD or ABll,CD, respectively. Then the distance between 
the two relations is et equal to the cardinality of the (set-theoretic) 
symmetric difference of 3v; and .A$ 
m, 112) = v-IA4 = 1x1 - -41 +I4 - Jv;l. 
If ]]i and ]I Zare derived from dissimilarity functions, then 6 somehow 
measures the difference in shape of the data. If ]]i and ]I2 both give 
non-degenerate trestructures, then 6coincides (upto a constant factor) 
with the distance measure d scribed in [16]. 
There is an interesting counting problem for the distance measure S
between trees, namely: what is the maximal distance between two (non- 
degenerate) ree structures defined ona set 3Y with n objects? Or,put 
differently, what is the minimal number V, of common neighbors sets 
{{A, B}, {C, D}} of two non-degenerate trestructures with n objects? 
For n = 6 this number equals 1 by Lemma 2 (see Sect. 4); for nI 10, see 
Fig. 17. Now, for n2 k 2 6, consider two tree structures withnobjects at 
maximal distance. Then each of the v,, shared neighbors sets {{ A, B }, 
cc, D>> occurs in I I i ( 1 subtrees (of either t ee structure) withk labels. 
On the other hand, each of these (z) pairs of subtree structures has at least 
vk common neighbors sets. Therefore we get 
whence 
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FIG. 17. Minimal similarity be ween tree structures. 
In particular (as v, = l), 
1 n 
15 4 5 vll. ( 1 
Furthermore, thesequence vJ( I) converges because itis increasing and 
bounded. We conjecture that 
lim vn 
n-+* ic 1 
; A. 
Day reports (personal communication) thathe average similarity ( n the 
above sense) of two non-degenerate trestructures with n objects i
asymptotically equal to :( I;), w c evidently is the average similarity hih 
between arbitrary “non-degenerate” (not necessarily tree-like) neighbors 
relations. Then, for large n, two tree structures cho en at random would be 
at almost maximal distance (which intuitively is notunreasonable). 
Assume one is given aneighbors relation 11 (derived from an observed 
dissimilarity function d, say) and wishes to approximate 11 bya tree-like 
relation. Then the metric S an serve as an objective function measuring the 
goodness offit. Finding the optimal tree-like approximations, h wever, is
certainly a hard problem (if the number nof objects is large). Theminimal 
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distance to atree-like relation expresses thedeviation of the data from an 
ideal tree structure. Since this value cannot be calculated very easily, one
may use the following “intransitivity” measures r and T* as practical 
substitutes. The defect ~(11) of the given relation (1 is the number of all 
quintuples A, B, C, D, E of objects hat violate the substitution rule(or 
transitivity condition n case that ]I is derived from d). Thus the relation (I 
is tree-like if and only if ~(11) = 0. If I] is associated with adissimilarity 
function d,then another version fthe defect isobtained bycounting the 
total number T*(II) of instances where we have intransitivity (e.g.,ABllCD 
and ABllDE but not ABIICE). IfI] is a neighbors relation f rfive objects 
(see Fig. 6in Sect. 5), then the number T*(# is 0for types 1,2,3 (i.e., if ]I is 
tree-like), 1 fortypes 4, 6, and 2 for types 5, 7, and equals 3 and 5, 
respectively, for type 8 and type 9. Except for type 9, T*(]]) is also the 
minimal distance (with respect to6) to a tree-like relation ( ftype 1, 2, 
or 3). 
8. DISCUSSION 
The neighbors relation ]I fa dissimilarity function d governs what might 
be called the topological sh pe of the data. An alternative approach isto 
search for an optimal graphical realization of d; this idea ctually eads to 
an interesting heory (see Dress [14]), but seems to be of limited practical 
value. Now, suppose that he given data represent dissimilarities be w en 
biological species. Then the neighbors relation admits an immediate bio- 
logical interpretation (cf. Fitch [17]); each instance ABllCD indicates he
most parsimonious solution f rthe grouping ofA, B, C, D. If all these local 
solutions canbe aggregated o aglobal solution without logical conflict 
(that is, if (1 is transitive), th n the resulting tree structure maybe regarded 
as a good estimate of the true phylogeny (on the basis of the input data). 
Clusters in the data set (determined by the transitive subrelation ]I*) also 
have a biological meaning; they represent monophyletic groups. One can, 
however, hardly expect todetect any clusters at all in the data set. So, one is 
better off with the full relation I].Another feature of the neighbors relation 
is that it may serve as a diagnostic instrument foran intrinsic analysis of 
the data. If the relation (I drastically deviates from atransitive relation (asis 
measured by7 or T*), then this is a clear indication that he data re not 
supported by any tree structure. If the quadruples A, B, C, D of objects are 
ordered according to their weight V( A, B, C, D) (as defined inSect. 6), 
then the first value at which the subtrees obtained sofar conflict wi h each 
other estimates hemaximal relative error. Thus, if intransitivities of I\ 
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occur at a relatively highn-level, onemay conclude that he amount of 
noise (parallelisms and reversals) in the data is fairly arge. On the other 
hand, if the observed neighbors relation perfectly matches a tree there are a
number of algorithms available that produce the right tree structure. In case 
this matching isnot quite perfect, then still any of these algorithms would 
yield a tree structure which may be considered a reasonably good fit o the 
data. 
In our investigations we have focused onneighbors relations which are 
derived from matrices of observed dissimilarities. If DNA data re given, 
then one may calculate  n ighbors relation mmediately from the DNA 
sequences, which in general differs from the one associated with the 
distance measure d. Consider, forexample, the following four short frag- 
ments of DNA sequences: A = aaaa, B = uggg, C = caca, and D = ccgc. 
If the considerations are ba ed on the distance measure d,then the first tree 
in Fig. 18 is supported (indeed, the distance sums are 5, 6, and 8); the 
minimum length ree for d has length 6.5. On the other hand, if one aims to 
minimize the total number of nucleotide substitutions, the onegets the 
second tree in Fig. 18 with atotal of7 substitutions (while the first tree 
requires 8 substitutions). Let u  now reserve the symbol 11 for the neighbors 
relation obtained inthe latter fashion; that is, for any homologous frag- 
ments A, B, C, D of DNA-sequences, l t ABllCD if and only if among all 
four possible tree structures on A,B, C, D only the one where 4 and B (as 
well as C and D) are neighbors admits the minimal total number of 
nucleotide substitutions. By virtue ofthis (local) parsimony criterion only 
those positions account for 11 on A, B, C, D, where precisely twonucleo- 
tides occur twice ach (such as g, g, t, t). More specifically, we have 
ABJICD if and only if the number of positions at which A, B share one 
nucleotide andC, D another nucleotide exceeds the corresponding numbers 
for the other two groupings of .4, B, C, D. 
One could still think of alternative waysto produce “meaningful” 
neighbors relations from DNA data, where, for instance, omparisons are
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not based on single shared nucleotides but rather on small common 
fragments such as triplets or “ ignatures” of varying length. 
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